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Close up B1+ 

Unit 3  

Vocabulary Exercises 
Choose the correct words between brackets: 

1- Daily ………….. helps clear his mind. 

a- crutch            b- ward               c- resident           d- meditation 

2- I'm feeling under the …………. . I think I have caught the flu. 

a- ward                      b- poison         c- weather            d- daisy 

3- The valley is ………… from the usual tourist routs. 

a- remote                   b- sore               c- infected            d- trained 

4- Genetic………..have become stronger over the years. 

a- habit            b- methods        c- traits          d- events 

5- Small cars are very economical because of their low fuel…………. 

a- consumption         b- exhausting      c- spraying     d- feeding 

6- The …………of cats is 15 years. 

a- life expectancy      b- live        c-  parts         d- expectancy.  

7- The doctor will…………..me tomorrow, but I will start the treatment next Friday.  

a- treat         b- examine      c- heal  d- cure  

8- The nurse was in the……….talking to the patient. 

a- ward          b- word       c- award      d- weird 

9- You should have a ……… to protect yourself against malaria.  

a- remedy         b- treat          c- vaccination    d- vaccinate 

10-  My ………..has just given me an eating plan to be in shape. 

a- optician           b- dietician       c- surgeon      d- doctor 
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11- You are really under the……….so you should get back to bed. 

a- threat             b- wither        c- weather        d- whether 

12- If you want to be fit, be a member …….. a gym. 

a- on           b- of             c- by          d- against 

13- All kids should be vaccinated………….flu. 

a- against          b- on      c-by       d- in 

14- I have………my ankle, but I don't know if it's broken. 

a- twist          b- twisting      c- twisted        d- twister 

15- I think your arm is broken so you have to have an………… 

a- X-way             b- X-ray          c- X- day         d- X large 

 Rewrite the following sentences using the words in brackets to give 

the same meaning: 

1- The doctor's advice to me is to spend three months of physical therapy. 

                                                                                                    (prescribed) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- The law banned smoking in the public areas.                          (forbid) 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- James started jogging 3 years ago.                                           (took) 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

4 - I need an urgent vacation to recharge my batteries.                (regain) 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

5- The pharmacist can't read the doctor's medicine description. 

                                                                                                  (prescription) 

…………………………………………………………………………………...  
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Complete using these words:- 

[brains- minds- on- in – meditation- additives- barefoot] 

1- You have to focus ……….. your future. 

2- I am meeting my dietician tonight, so I'll pick his …………. about diet.  

3- ………………. helps you to relax your soul and mind. 

4- Good food usually contains no ……………... 

5- He suffered injuries when he tried running ………………... 

Grammar Exercises 

Choose the correct answer: 

1- There aren't ……………… cars on the road this morning. 

a- many   b- some  c- a lot   d- much 

2- I used to read at least one book a week, but now I don’t read ….………….. 

a- so much      b- so many              c-much                   d-few 

3- We ……………………what to do for the holidays yet. 

a-haven’t decided     b-didn’t decide    c-hadn’t decided      d-don’t decide 

4- He hasn't called us …………….. . 

a- already         b- still                   c- yet                      d- for 

5- Sally ……………. some weight recently. 

a- Gained         b- is gaining         c- had gained          d- has gained 

6- He has …………… finished typing all letters. 

a- ever             b- never                 c- just                     d- lately 

7- Ahmed ………… to France.  He brought nice presents back with him.  

a- has been      b- went              c- has gone             d- will be   

8- My friends ………………… bought me a present for my birthday. 

    a- didn't yet      b- have never        c- didn't just           d- still hasn't 
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9- So far, they ……………… in ten different countries.  

a- are playing      b- have played     c- played              d- have been 

playing 

10-  Great! I …………… all my homework, I am going to watch the TV. 

a- have done       b- will do              c- didn't do   d- have been doing  

11- " Up " is an amazing cartoon movie, ………… ever……… it? 

a- did you …… see        b- have you …… seen    

c- are you …… seeing       d- has you ………  seen 

12- Have you ……… ridden a horse?  

a- before             b- never             c- ever                    d-  yet  

13- How long ……….…….. here? 

a- have you been      b- did you be        c- have you be    d- did you been  

14- Measles …………… an infectious disease. 

a- is                    b- are                      c- has                  d- have 

15- On most TV. channels news …………. broadcast at 9.00 p.m.  

a- are                  b- is                         c- has                  d- will 

Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meanings:-  

1-  Is there little milk in the fridge?                                                  (few) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- How much chocolate do you have?                                              (bars) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- How much orange juice do you want?                                        (cups) 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- It's been 3 hours since he started doing his H.W.                     (for) 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

5- She began learning English ten years ago, and she is still learning it. (since)                                                                                                       

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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6- I know Asmaa, I met her when I started primary school.                   (since)                                                                                            

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7-It has been a long time since I called my cousin.                                  (for) 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8- She has never eaten such a nice meal.                                 (ever)  

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

9- The fridge was empty.                                                                         (not) 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

10- It’s a long time since I went to the theatre.                                       (been) 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Answers  

Vocabulary Exercises 
Choose the correct words between brackets: 

1- Daily ………….. helps clear his mind. 

a- crutch            b- ward               c- resident           d- meditation 

2- I'm feeling under the …………. . I think I have caught the flu. 

a- ward                     b- poison         c- weather            d- daisy 

3- The valley is ………… from the usual tourist routs. 

a- remote                  b- sore              c- infected             d- trained 

4- Genetic………..have become stronger over the years. 

a-  habit           b- methods        c- traits         d- events 

5- Small cars are very economical because of their low fuel…………. 

a- consumption        b- exhausting      c- spraying     d- feeding 

6-The …………of cats is 15 years. 

a- life expectancy      b- live        c-  parts         d- expectancy.  

7- The doctor will………..me tomorrow, but I will start the treatment next Friday.  

a- treat        b- examine   c- heal-      d-  cure  

8-The nurse was in the……….talking to the patient. 

a- ward         b- word       c- award      d- weird 

9-You should have a ……… to protect yourself against malaria.  

a- remedy         b- treat         c- vaccination    d- vaccinate 
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10- My ………..has just given me an eating plan to be in shape. 

a- optician           b- dietician       c- surgeon      d- doctor 

11-You are really under the……….so you should get back to bed. 

a- threat             b- wither        c- weather        d- whether 

12-If you want to be fit, be a member …….. a gym. 

a- on           b- of             c- by          d- against 

13-All kids should be vaccinated………….flu. 

a- against          b- on      c-by       d- in 

14- I have………my ankle, but I don't know if it's broken. 

a- twist          b- twisting      c- twisted        d- twister 

15-I think your arm is broken so you have to have an………… 

a- X-way             b- X-ray          c- X- day         d- X large 

 Rewrite the following sentences using the words in brackets to give 

the same meaning: 

1- The doctor's advice to me is to spend three months of physical therapy. 

                                                                                                   (prescribed) 

The doctor prescribed three months of physical therapy to me. 

2- The law banned smoking in the public areas.                    (forbid) 

The law forbid smoking in the public areas. 

3- James started jogging 3 years ago.                                      (took) 

James took up jogging 3 years ago. 

4 - I need an urgent vacation to recharge my batteries.         (regain) 

I need an urgent vacation to regain my energy 

5- The pharmacist can't read the doctor's medicine description. 

                                                                                          (prescription) 

The pharmacist can't read the doctor's medicine prescription.  
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Complete using these words:- 

[brains- minds- on- in – meditation- additives- barefoot] 

1- You have to focus on your future. 

2- I am meeting my dietician tonight, so I'll pick his brains about diet.  

3- Meditation helps you to relax your soul and mind. 

4- Good food usually contains no additives. 

5- He suffered injuries when he tried running barefoot. 

Grammar Exercises 

Choose the correct answer: 

2- There aren't ……………… cars on the road this morning. 

a- many  b- some  c- a lot  d- much 

2- I used to read at least one book a week, but now I don’t read ….………….. 

a- so much     b- so many              c-much                  d-few 

3- We ……………………what to do for the holidays yet. 

a-haven’t decided    b-didn’t decide   c-hadn’t decided    d-don’t decide 

4- He hasn't called us …………….. . 

a- already       b- still                   c- yet                    d- for 

5- Sally ……………. some weight recently. 

    a- Gained        b- is gaining         c- had gained        d- has gained 

6- He has …………… finished typing all letters. 

a-ever            b- never                c- just                   d- lately 

7- Ahmed ………… to France.  He brought nice presents back with him.  

a- has been     b- went              c- has gone           d- will be   

8- My friends ………………… bought me a present for my birthday. 

    a- didn't yet      b- have never       c- didn't just         d- still hasn't 
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9- So far, they ……………… in ten different countries.  

a- are playing      b- have played    c- played              d- have been playing 

10-  Great! I …………… all my homework, I am going to watch the TV. 

a- have done       b- will do             c- didn't do   d- have been doing  

11- " Up " is an amazing cartoon movie, ………… ever……… it? 

a- did you …… see       b- have you …… seen    

c- are you …… seeing      d- has you ………  seen 

12- Have you ……… ridden a horse?  

a- before              b- never            c- ever                    d-  yet  

13- How long ……….…….. here? 

a- have you been      b- did you be      c- have you be    d- did you been  

14- Measles …………… an infectious disease. 

a-is                       b- are                     c- has                   d- have 

15-  On most TV. channels news …………. broadcast at 9.00 p.m.  

a-are                   b- is                        c- has                  d- will 

Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meanings:-  

2-  Is there little milk in the fridge?                                                  (few) 

Are there few kilos of milk in the fridge? 

2- How much chocolate do you have?                                              (bars) 

How many bars of chocolate do you have?  

3- How much orange juice do you want?                                        (cups) 

How many cups of orange juice do you want? 

4- It's been 3 hours since he started doing his H.W.                     (for) 

He has been doing his homework for three hours.        

5- She began learning English ten years ago, and she is still learning it. (since)                                                                                                       

She's been learning English since 2008. 
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6- I know Asmaa, I met her when I started primary school.                   (since)                                                                                            

I've known Asmaa since I started primary school. 

7-It has been a long time since I called my cousin.                                  (for) 

I haven't called my cousin for ages.                            

8- She has never eaten such a nice meal.                                (ever)  

It's the nicest meal she has ever eaten. 

9- The fridge was empty.                                                                         (not) 

There wasn't anything in the fridge. 

10- It’s a long time since I went to the theatre.                                       (been) 

I haven’t been to the theatre for a long time. 
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Unit (4) 

Technological marvels 

Vocabulary 
 

Choose  the correct answer : 

 

1- We tend to associate technology with modern (inventions - development-

improvement-innovation). 

2- The wheel went through a number of stages in its (improvement-development-

invention-innovation) from a simple flat , round piece of wood to the rubber 

tyres we see on cars today. 

3- Speaking two languages at least is one of the (requirement-observation-

fascination-development) for many jobs. 

4- Some tourist companies send a/an (process-improvement-brochure-stage) to 

describe what they can do to attract customers. 

5- These problems (demonstrate-manufacture-develop-improve) the importance of 

strategic planning.  

6- Before we leave work each day, we (back up-blast off-come up-hook up)  all the 

records we have entered into the computer that day.  

7- She's (come up-back up-blast off-hook up) with some amazing scheme to 

double her income.  

8- Britain was the first country to (industrialize-empower-revolutionise-develop) 

cars.  

9- Neil Armstrong, the first man on the moon, is a/an(excellence-inspiration-

power-revolution) to many young astronauts. 
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10-  The initial (reaction-inspiration-industry-improvement) to the iPad has been 

very positive. 

11-  The president gave them a/an (inspirational-reactive-explosive-imaginative) 

talk about the project of the new capital. 

12- The architects have made (imaginative-reactive-inspirational-revolutionary) use 

of glass and transparent plastic.  

13- Don't forget this is a commercial (enterprise-sight-curiosity-research) - we're 

here to make money.  

14- All her hard work paid (off-of-to-up) in the end, and she finally passed the 

exam.  

15- Skiing at 80 miles per hour (requires-achieves-searches-inquires) total 

concentration. 

 

Rewrite the following sentences using words in brackets giving the same meaning: 

 

1. The school has been repainted in every part. (throughout) 

…………………………………………………………………… 

2. The children enjoyed the stories about the gods and goddesses of Greek and 

Roman ancient story. (myth) 

…………………………………………………………….. 

3. I'd always dreamt of owning my own house, but I never thought it would take 

place. (true) 

……………………………………………………………… 

4. The government's training policy, he claimed, succeeded in finishing its 

objectives . (achieve) 

……………………………………………………………… 

5. He works for a company that produces car parts. (manufacture) 

……………………………………………………………… 
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Fill in the gaps using the words in brackets: 

{developing-paid off- unveiled -opportunity -requires} 

1.  His hard training………………….. in the end, and  finally won the cup.  

2. Studying for 15 hours………………..  total concentration.  

3. The memorial to those who had died in the war was……………  in 1948 by the 

Queen.  

4. An ankle injury meant she missed the ………………….. to run in the match.  

5. My country's economy wasn't ……………. like all the other countries. 

Choose  the correct answer : 

1.  He is turning on the TV. He (is going to watch – is watching  - will watch – watch) 

the news.  

2- If you don't have any money.  Don't worry I (will – am going to – shall – should) 

help you.  

3- You are tired – wait a second and I (am  going to – will – could – shall) bring you 

an aspirin.  

4- He (is going to do – will do – will  doing – will have done) a management training 

course .  

5- Don't phone between 7 and 8. I (will have – will be having – will have had – am 

going to have) dinner then.  

6- Tomorrow we are going to play football from 3 to 4:30 p.m. so by 6 o'clock we 

(will be playing – will have played – will play – are going to play).  

7- I can't meet you at 7 a.m. because I (will – work – will be working – will have 

worked – am going to work).  

8- Don't pick up the phone. I (will be answering – will answer – am going to answer – 

am answering) it.  

9- She (is going to travel – is travelling – will be travelling – travels ) to London. 

Every thing has been arranged.  
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10. Ben is on holiday and he is spending his money very quickly. If he continues like 

this, he (will be spending/will have spent/will spend/is going to spend) all his 

money before the end of his holiday. 

11.Do you think  you (will be still doing/will still do/are going to do/will still have 

done) the same job in ten years' time? 

12.Lisa has travelled about 11000 miles. By the end of the trip, she (will be travelling/ 

will have travelled/will travel/is going to travel) more than 3,000 miles. 

13. (Are you going to see/Will you see/Are you seeing/Could you see) Laura 

tomorrow? 

14. I (download – am downloading – downloaded – will have downloaded) the 

information by 2 o'clock.  

15. (You will – Are you going – Have you – Will you have) see that 3D film tonight?  

Rewrite the following sentences using words in brackets giving the same meaning: 

1. We've decided to have a walk on the beach today. (are) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

2. I intend to have a home delivery for dinner. (am) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

3. What are your plans for tomorrow? (going) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

4. It's clear that the internet growth is continuing. (I think) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

5. I intend to walk home. I need some fresh air. (am) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

6. I will finish my education when I'm 22. (by 2022) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

7. Our team will play a match this evening. (at eight o'clock) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

8. I've strong intensions to study harder this year. (am). 

……………………………………………………………………… 

9. He made a promise to buy me a new car (will).  

……………………………………………………………………… 

10.  He intends to apply for an accountant (going).  

……………………………………………………………………… 
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Answers Unit (4) 

Technological marvels 

Vocabulary 
 

Choose  the correct answer : 

 

1- We tend to associate technology with modern (inventions - development-

improvement - innovation). 

2- The wheel went through a number of stages in its (improvement-development-

invention-innovation) from a simple flat , round piece of wood to the rubber 

tyres we see on cars today. 

3- Speaking two languages at least is one of the (requirement-observation-

fascination-development) for many jobs. 

4- Some tourist companies send a/an (process-improvement-brochure-stage) to 

describe what they can do to attract customers. 

5- These problems (demonstrate-manufacture-develop-improve) the importance 

of strategic planning.  

6- Before we leave work each day, we (back up-blast off-come up-hook up)  all 

the records we have entered into the computer that day.  

7- She's (come up-back up-blast off-hook up) with some amazing scheme to 

double her income.  

8- Britain was the first country to (industrialize-empower-revolutionise-develop) 

cars.  

9- Neil Armstrong, the first man on the moon, is a/an(excellence-inspiration-

power-revolution) to many young astronauts. 
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10-  The initial (reaction-inspiration-industry-improvement) to the iPad has been 

very positive. 

11-  The president gave them a/an (inspirational-reactive-explosive-imaginative) 

talk about the project of the new capital. 

12- The architects have made (imaginative-reactive-inspirational-revolutionary) 

use of glass and transparent plastic.  

13- Don't forget this is a commercial (enterprise-sight-curiosity-research) - we're 

here to make money.  

14- All her hard work paid (off-of-to-up) in the end, and she finally passed the 

exam.  

15- Skiing at 80 miles per hour (requires-achieves-searches-inquires) total 

concentration. 

Rewrite the following sentences using words in brackets giving the same meaning: 

1. The school has been repainted in every part. (throughout) 

The school has been repainted throughout.  

2. The children enjoyed the stories about the gods and goddesses of Greek and 

Roman ancient story. (myth) 

The children enjoyed myth about the gods and goddesses of Greek and 

Roman ancient story. 

3. I'd always dreamt of owning my own house, but I never thought it would take 

place. (true) 

I'd always dreamt of owning my own house, but I never thought it would 

come true  

4. The government's training policy, he claimed, succeeded in finishing its 

objectives . (achieve) 

The government's training policy, he claimed , achieved  its objectives .  

5. He works for a company that produces car parts. (manufacture) 

He works for a company that manufacture car parts.  
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Fill in the gaps using the words in brackets: 

{developing-paid off- unveiled -opportunity -requires} 

1.  His hard training paid off in the end, and finally won the cup.  

2. Studying for 15 hours  requires total concentration.  

3. The memorial to those who had died in the war was unveiled in 1948 by the 

Queen.  

4. An ankle injury meant she missed the  opportunity to run in the match.  

5. My country's economy wasn't developing like all the other countries. 

 

Choose  the correct answer : 

1.  He is turning on the TV. He (is going to watch – is watching  - will watch – watch) 

the news.  

2- If you don't have any money.  Don't worry I (will – am going to – shall – should) 

help you.  

3- You are tired – wait a second and I (am  going to – will – could – shall) bring you 

an aspirin.  

4- He (is going to do – will do – will  doing – will have done) a management training 

course .  

5- Don't phone between 7 and 8. I (will have – will be having – will have had – am 

going to have) dinner then.  

6- Tomorrow we are going to play football from 3 to 4:30 p.m. so by 6 o'clock we 

(will be playing – will have played – will play – are going to play).  

7- I can't meet you at 7 a.m. because I (will – work – will be working – will have 

worked – am going to work).  

8- Don't pick up the phone. I (will be answering – will answer – am going to answer – 

am answering) it.  

9- She (is going to travel – is travelling – will be travelling – travels ) to London. 

Every thing has been arranged.  
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10. Ben is on holiday and he is spending his money very quickly. If he continues like 

this, he (will be spending/will have spent/will spend/is going to spend) all his 

money before the end of his holiday. 

11.Do you think  you (will be still doing/will still do/are going to do/will still have 

done) the same job in ten years' time? 

12.Lisa she has travelled about 11000 miles. By the end of the trip, she (will be 

travelling/ will have travelled/will travel/is going to travel) more than 3,000 miles. 

13. (Are you going to see/Will you see/Are you seeing/Could you see) Laura 

tomorrow? 

14. I (download – am downloading – downloaded – will have downloaded) the 

information by 2 o'clock.  

15. (You will – Are you going – Have you – Will you have) see that 3D film tonight?  

Rewrite the following sentences using words in brackets giving the same meaning: 

1. We've decided to have a walk on the beach today. (are) 

We are going to have a walk. 

2. I intend to have a home delivery for dinner. (am) 

I am going to have a home delivery for dinner.  

3. What are your plans for tomorrow? (going) 

What are you going to do tomorrow?  

4. It's clear that the internet growth is continuing. (I think) 

I think the internet growth will continue.  

5. I intend to walk home. I need some fresh air. (am) 

I am going to walk home .  I need some fresh air. 

6. I will finish my education when I'm 22. (by 2022) 

I will have finished my education by 2022.  

7. Our team will play a match this evening. (at eight o'clock) 

Our team will be playing a match this  evening at 8 o'clock.  

8. I've strong intensions to study harder this year. (am). 

I am going to study hard this year.  

9. He made a promise to buy me a new car (will).  

He will buy me a new car.  

10.  He intends to apply for an accountant (going).  

He is going to apply for an accountant.  
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Novel 

Preface  
1- While John was on the ship, he asked himself some questions. What were they? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2- Why was George the Perfect one to help John? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Chapter 1  
 

1- How did Hexam earn his money? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2- “The river is your best friend” Comment. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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3-  “ Always in luck, you’re partner” Comment. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Chapter 2 

1-  What were Lizzie’s wishes? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2-  “A client of mine died the other day” Comment. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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3-  “It’s a terrible sight” Comment. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Chapter 3 

1- Why was Bella Wilfer angry? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………  

2- “I think we’ve got a murder or a robber for a lodge.” Comment.  

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

3-  Why did Mr. Boffin call Rokesmith “Our mutual friend”?  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Chapter 4  

1- “You have no proof.” Comment  

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………  

2- Where was Hexam found?  

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Who visited Lawyer Lightwood? Why? 

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Chapter 5 
1- Although the Boffins had a grand new house & servants, they were unhappy. 

Discuss.  

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- The new secretary worked well, but there was one thing he wouldn’t do. What 

was it? 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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3-  “I do not usually think about your words at all.” Comment.  

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Answers Novel 

Preface  
1-While John was on the ship, he asked himself some questions. What were they? 

Those questions were: 

 “have I done right to come back?” 

 “Will this money make me happy?” 

 “Shall I be happy, married to a girl that I have never seen?” 

 

2-Why was George the Perfect one to help John? 

 Because they both looked very much like each other. 
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Chapter 1  
 

1- How did Hexam earn his money? 

Hexam was a boatman whose job was to pick dead bodies out of the river and 

take the cash in their pockets before handing them to the authorities. 

 

2- “The river is your best friend” Comment. 

These words were said by Jesse Hexam to his daughter Lizzie at the river while 

he was picking up a dead body from the water to take the money from it. Lizzie 

hated her father’s job and she was always frightened of the river.  

 

3- “ Always in luck, you’re partner” Comment. 

These words were said by Rogue Riderhood who was Hexam’s ex-partener to 

Jesse Hexam at the river. While Riderhood was sailing, he saw Hexam and his 

daughter on their boat after picking the dead body from the river.Hexam then 

commented that Riderhhod was not his partner and called him a thief.  
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Chapter 2 

1-  What were Lizzie’s wishes? 

Lizzie’s wishes were that she could read and write. She dreamt of her future. 

She saw her brother working hard and achieving success in his life. She saw 

herself a clever and beautiful lady. 

 

2-  “A client of mine died the other day” Comment. 

These words were said by Mortimer to Eugene while they were sitting in their 

chambers. He was talking about old John Harmon who made his money by 

dust and died. He left all of his money to his son on one condition which was to 

marry a certain girl. 

 

3-  “It’s a terrible sight” Comment. 

These words were said by Julius Handford to the inspector at the police station 

when he saw the body of the murdered man. 
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Chapter 3 

1- Why was Bella Wilfer angry? 

Bella Wilfer was angry as the man who she was about to marry and be rich 

drowned, so now she has neither money nor a husband.  

 

2- “I think we’ve got a murder or a robber for a lodge.” Comment.  

These words were said by Bella Wilferto her father, Reginald Wilfer at their 

house when a young man called John Rokesmith came to rent the upstairs 

rooms of Mr. Wilfer’s house. The young man was very shy and awkward as he 

looked down at the ground while speaking and that made Bella Wilfer suspect 

him.  

 

3-  Why did Mr. Boffin call Rokesmith “Our mutual friend”?  

Because Rokesmith would work for the Boffins as a secretaty, and at the same 

time, he lived upstairs as a lodger at the Wilfer’s house. 
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Chapter 4  

1- “You have no proof.” Comment  

These words were said by Mr. Lightwood to Riderhood at Mr. Lightwood’s 

office when Riderhood came to take an oath about Mr. Harmon’s murder. He 

said that Hexam killed the young man to take his money and that was Hexam’s 

own words.  

 

2- Where was Hexam found?  

Hexam was found laid in his boat strangled and caught in his rope. 

 

3- Who visited Lawyer Lightwood? Why? 

Rogue Riderhood visited Lawyer Lightwood to take an oath about Mr. 

Harmon’s murder by telling him that Hexam committed it.  
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Chapter 5 

1- Although the Boffins had a grand new house & servants, they were unhappy. 

Discuss.  

Because they received piles of papers, invitations, bills for everything and 

letters from all kinds of people – most of them asking for money. 

 

2- The new secretary worked well, but there was one thing he wouldn’t do. What 

was it? 

He always refused to visit Mr. Boffin’s lawyer, Mr. Lightwood. He rather 

wrote letters to the lawyer, but he would never see him.  

 

3-  “I do not usually think about your words at all.” Comment.  

These words were said by Miss. Bella Wilfer to Mr. Rokesmith near her house 

when Mr. Rokesmith told her that he had a message for her from the Boffins 

saying that they were ready to take her in their house in a week or two. He also 

said that he knew the reason for her sadness and that he was sure that she 

would be happy with the Boffins.  
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Poetry 

Bed In Summer 

Questions with model answers: 

1.Who is the poet?  

2.What is the rhyme scheme of "Bed in Summer" ? 

3.What is the main idea of the poem?  

4.Paraphrase the first stanza. 

5.   I have to go to bed and see 

…………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………….. 

Complete the stanza and paraphrase it 

6. Write the lines in which the poet feels annoyed because he has to go 

to bed early while he wants to enjoy the weather and play. 

7.What is the title of the poem? 

8. Write the first stanza & pick out its figures of speech. 

9.Does the writer really get up at night? 
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Poetry 

Bed In Summer 

Questions with model answers: 

1. Who is the poet?  

Robert Louis Stevenson 

 2. What is the rhyme scheme of "Bed in Summer" ? 

aa bbcc ddee bb  

3. What is the main idea of the poem?  

The poet writes about the weather in England; he says that in winter, 

it's dark until about 8 o'clock in the morning, so he has to get up when 

it's still dark & get dressed by yellow-candle light. In summer, it's 

completely different, it's light until about 9 o'clock at night, so the poet 

goes to bed when it's still light. 

4. Paraphrase the first stanza. 

The same answer of question number 3 

5. I  have to go to bed and see 

Complete the stanza and paraphrase it 

I have to go to bed and see 

The birds still hopping on the tree, 

Or hear the grown-up people's feet 

Still going past me in the street. 

Paraphrase: 
When the poet goes to bed in summer, it's still light so birds are still 

hopping & people are still walking in the street. 
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6. Write the lines in which the poet feels annoyed because he has to 

go to bed early while he wants to enjoy the weather and play. 

And does it not seem hard to you, 

When all the sky is clear and blue, 

And I should like so much to play, 

To have to go to bed by day. 

7.What is the title of the poem? 

Bed in summer 

8. Write the first stanza& pick out its figures of speech. 

In winter I get up at night 

And dress by yellow candle-light. 

In summer, quite the other way, 

I have to go to bed by day. 

a.contrast:  night and day 

b. alliteration: bed/ by   the poet repeated the first sound "B" 

 
9.Does the writer really get up at night? 

No, he doesn't. He gets up at day, but it's still dark as if it were night. 
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New Hello 

Model Exam 

1- Complete the dialogue:  

Rania is phoning Wessam who is ill:  

Rania : Hello Rania is speaking.  

Wessam : Hello. ……………………for calling me, Rania.  

Rania : What is ……………………with you?  

Wessam : I'm very sick.  

Rania: ……………………you see a doctor?  

Wessam: yes, he asked me to take ………………everyday for a week.  

2- Supply the missing parts:  

1) Ramy : Hello, can I speak to Ali, please?  

    - Mother: …………………… 

    - Ali :  Hello Ramy. Thank you for calling back.  

2) A : …………………………………………………………………? 

    B : I went to the park with my family.  

3- Read the following comprehension:  

  Earlier today, two young men were fishing in a small boat when the 

weather suddenly changed. The sky turned grey and it became very 

windy. During that bad storm, The two men fell into the water. A man, 

Mr. Badrawi, was walking by the sea at that time. He was very brave. 

He jumped into the sea and rescued the men. Mr. Badrawi has lived in 

that area for 30 years. He told me "I haven't seen such a bad storm 

since I was a little boy".  
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A)Answer the following questions:  

1) What happened during the bad storm?  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

2) What was Mr. Badrawi doing during that bad storm?  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

3) Who rescued the two men? …………………………………………… .  

B)Choose the correct answer:-  

4- The two young men were fishing in a ………………. 

 a) big boat   b) big ship  c) small boat   d) small ship  

5- Mr. Badrawi lived in the area for ………. years.  

 a) 50   b) 40   c) 30    d) 20 

4-Choose the correct answers:  

1- Samy goes to the ………………. to put on his sports uniform.  

 a- gym   b- library   c- changing rom  d- classroom  

2- You must be ……………….when you are in the lab.  

 a- careless b- a sleep   c- careful    d- lazy  

3- When did Ali …………………..that book?  

 a- buy   b- bought   c- buys    d- buying  

4- The phone is ringing. I ……………….answer it.   

 a- will   b- can   c- am          d- am going to  

5- "Ancient" means very ……………….  

 a- old   b- new   c- modern   d- young 

5-Read and correct the underlined words:-  

1- There is a massage from Ali He wants you to cell him. (………………)  

2- Thank you for calling pack, Ahmed. (…………)  

3- He went to London a year before.  (…………)  

4- Our school laboratory has a lot of stories. (…………)  

5- What can you to do at home? (…………)  

6-Write a paragraph of six sentences on "A trip at the weekend"  
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New Hello 

Model Exam 

Model Answers 

1- Complete the dialogue:  

Rania is phoning Wessam who is ill:  

Rania : Hello Rania is speaking.  

Wessam : Hello. Thanks for calling me, Rania.  

Rania : What is wrong with you?  

Wessam : I'm very sick.  

Rania: Did you see a doctor?  

Wessam: yes, he asked me to take the medicine everyday for a week.  

2- Supply the missing parts:  

1) Ramy : Hello, can I speak to Ali, please?  

    - Mother: yes, sure.  

    - Ali :  Hello Ramy. Thank you for calling back.  

2) A : Where did you go yesterday? 

    B : I went to the park with my family.  

3- Read the following comprehension:  

  Earlier today, two young men were fishing in a small boat when the 

weather suddenly changed. The sky turned grey and it became very 

windy. During that bad storm, The two men fell into the water. A man, 

Mr. Badrawi, was walking by the sea at that time. He was very brave. 

He jumped into the sea and rescued the men. Mr. Badrawi has lived in 

that area for 30 years. He told me "I haven't seen such a bad storm 

since I was a little boy".  
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A)Answer the following questions:  

1) What happened during the bad storm?  

The two men fell into the water. 

2) What was Mr. Badrawi doing during that bad storm?  

Mr. Badrawi was walking by the sea the time. 

3) Who rescued the two men? Mr. Badrawi.  

B)Choose the correct answer:-  

4- The two young men were fishing in a ………………. 

 a) big boat   b) big ship  c) small boat   d) small ship  

5- Mr. Badrawi lived in the area for ………. years.  

 a) 50   b) 40   c) 30    d) 20 

4-Choose the correct answers:  

1- Samy goes to the ………………. to put on his sports uniform.  

 a- gym   b- library   c- changing rom  d- classroom  

2- You must be ……………….when you are in the lab.  

 a- careless b- a sleep   c- careful    d- lazy  

3- When did Ali …………………..that book?  

 a- buy   b- bought   c- buys    d- buying  

4- The phone is ringing. I ……………….answer it.   

 a- will   b- can   c- am          d- am going to  

5- "Ancient" means very ……………….  

 a- old   b- new   c- modern   d- young 

5-Read and correct the underlined words:-  

1- There is a massage from Ali He wants you to cell him. (call)  

2- Thank you for calling pack, Ahmed. (back)  

3- He went to London a year before.  (ago)  

4- Our school laboratory has a lot of stories. (library)  

5- What can you to do at home? (do)  

6-Write a paragraph of six sentences on "A trip at the weekend"  
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New Hello 

Model Exam 

1) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue 

Ali: ……………………….…………………………. ? 

Samy: I went to Alexandria.  

Ali: Where did you stay? 

Samy: ……………….………….…………………. . 

Ali: ……………………………………………..……? 

Samy: The weather was nice. Actually, I had a good time there. 

 
2)Write what you would say in the following situations: 

1-Ramy : Hello Ahmed, have you met my cousin Ayman? 

   Ahmad : ………………………………………………………………….. 

   Ayman : Nice to meet you too. 

2- A : ……………………………………………………………………………. 

    B : Yes, I have an interest in English .  

3)Read the following passage, then answer the questions: 

The police received a report that four men had stopped a van while 

the others, who were the same number, were guarding the road. The van 

was carrying factory wages and the men attacked the driver and his 

assistant. When the assistant tried to shout for help, they killed him. They 

tied the driver up and put a piece of cloth on his mouth and let him sit on 

a bag .They stole one of the bags . After searching for three hours, the 

police found the van near the river. The police freed the driver who said 
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that the stolen bag contains letters only and that all the money was at the 

bag under him. 

 

Answer 

1-Why couldn't the driver shout for help? 

………………………………………………………………. 

2-How long did the police search for the van? 

………………………………………………………………….. 

B) Choose 

3- If the driver shouted for help, the thieves would……………….. 

[run away - kill him - thank him] 

4-The bag, the thieves has stolen contained…………………….. 

[ nothing– money – letters] 

4) Choose the correct answer: 

1-Everyone knows who Salma is she is very………….  

 [new – pleased – well - famous] 

2-Ali works as a ski university, Rania gets a ………… 

 [prize – degree – competition – medal ] 

3- Ahmed ……………. Me to his friend Hamed. . 

[gave – introduced – presented - knew]  

4- When did you start ………………the story?  

[write – writing – wrote – written] 

5- You can do well ……………… many wonderful things.  

[in – on – at – for] 
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5)Read and correct the underlined words: 

1- The boy has climb the tree to get his ball.  […………….] 

2- What do you say when you produce people to each other.     

          […………….] 

3- Heba got high marks. She is unsuccessful.   […………….] 

4- I've make a lot of exciting things, lately.     […………….] 

5- Have you ever sailed at the Nile.     […………….] 
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New Hello 

Model Exam 

Model Answer  

1) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue 

Ali: Where did you go lost holiday? 

Samy: I went to Alexandria.  

Ali: Where did you stay? 

Samy: I stayed in a five-star hotel . 

Ali: How was the weather? 

Samy: The weather was nice. Actually, I had a good time there. 

2)Write what you would say in the following situations: 

1-Ramy : Hello Ahmed, have you met my cousin Ayman? 

   Ahmad : No, nice to meet you. 

   Ayman : Nice to meet you too. 

2- A : Are you interested in English? 

    B : Yes, I have an interest in English .  

3)Read the following passage, then answer the questions: 

The police received a report that four men had stopped a van while 

the others, who were the same number, were guarding the road. The van 

was carrying factory wages and the men attacked the driver and his 

assistant. When the assistant tried to shout for help, they killed him. They 

tied the driver up and put a piece of cloth on his mouth and let him sit on 

a bag .They stole one of the bags . After searching for three hours, the 

police found the van near the river. The police freed the driver who said 

that the stolen bag contains letters only and that all the money was at the 

bag under him. 
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Answer 

1-Why couldn't the driver shout for help? 

Because they put a piece of cloth on his mouth  

2-How long did the police search for the van? 

They searched for 3 hours.  

B) Choose 

3- If the driver shouted for help, the thieves would……………….. 

[run away - kill him - thank him] 

4-The bag, the thieves has stolen contained…………………….. 

[ nothing– money – letters] 

4) Choose the correct answer: 

1-Everyone knows who Salma is she is very………….  

 [new – pleased – well - famous] 

2-Ali works as a ski university, Rania gets a ………… 

 [prize – degree – competition – medal ] 

3- Ahmed ……………. Me to his friend Hamed. . 

[gave – introduced – presented - knew]  

4- When did you start ………………the story?  

[write – writing – wrote – written] 

5- You can do well ……………… many wonderful things.  

[in – on – at – for] 

5)Read and correct the underlined words: 

1- The boy has climb the tree to get his ball.  [climbed] 

2- What do you say when you produce people to each other.     

          [introduce] 

3- Heba got high marks. She is unsuccessful.   [successful] 

4- I've make a lot of exciting things, lately.     [mode] 

5- Have you ever sailed at the Nile.     [in] 


